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Abstract
In this paper, a Statistical Model of Deformation (SMD)
that captures the statistical prior distribution of highdimensional deformations more accurately and effectively
than conventional PCA-based statistical shape models is
used to regularize deformable registration. SMD utilizes
a wavelet-based representation of statistical variation of a
deformation ﬁeld and its Jacobian, and it is able to capture
both global and ﬁne shape detail without overconstraining the deformation process. This approach is shown to
produce more accurate and robust registration results in
MR brain images, relative to the registration methods that
use Laplacian-based smoothness constraints of deformation
ﬁelds. In experiments, we evaluate the SMD-constrained
registration by comparing the performance of registration
with and without SMD in a speciﬁc deformable registration
framework. The proposed method can potentially incorporate various registration algorithms to improve their robustness and stability using statistically-based regularization.

1. Introduction
Many registration methods have been proposed for ﬁnding the deformation ﬁeld between two 3D images by maximizing the image-similarity measure and, at the same time,
properly constraining/regularizing the deformation ﬁeld [7,
9, 15, 16, 17]. In these methods, a variety of smoothness
constraints are used, such as Laplacian-based regularization, or physically-based constraints, e.g. elasticity and viscoelasticity. Statistical models have also been utilized to
regularize the registration procedure to improve the registration performance [18]. Compared to the conventional
methods, statistically-constrained deformable registration
can achieve more robust performance, because the statistical regularization constraints reﬂect the relatively complex
nature of the respective deformation ﬁelds.
Estimating the statistics or the probability density func-

tion (pdf) of 3D or 4D deformation ﬁelds from a limited
number of training samples is a very challenging task. One
of the most popular methods has been the application of
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [3, 4, 12], in order
to estimate a number of principal components that are frequently called principal modes of shape variation. However, this approach often fails when applied to 3D dense
deformation ﬁelds, due to under-training in practical settings. For example, accurately estimating a dense 3D deformation ﬁeld of the entire brain could require tens of thousands of training deformations, if not more. Accordingly,
in the 1990’s, methods based on scale-space decompositions were investigated [11], allowing us to analyze information at different scales. In this paper, we use the statistical model of [21], referred to as Statistical Model of Deformation (SMD), to capture the statistics of deformations.
SMD builds upon the methods described in [2, 6, 13], which
use Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT) coupled with PCA in
each wavelet band, in order to more accurately estimate pdfs
of high-dimensional deformation ﬁelds, when only a relatively small number of training samples are available (e.g.
tens or in the order of 100).
The basic premise in SMD is that a number of deformation ﬁelds deﬁned in the standard template image domain
are available to be used for training. Deﬁning such training
samples is not an easy task, and its full treatment is beyond
the scope of this paper. For the purposes of demonstrating
and testing our methodology, we used a number of deformations obtained by using the high-dimensional deformable
registration method, called HAMMER [16]. This inevitably
biases the generated deformations toward the family of deformations that can be generated by this particular warping
algorithm. This is in agreement with our goal here, which is
to construct effective statistical priors for constraining this
speciﬁc deformable registration mechanism. However, this
statistically-based regularization approach can be applied in
conjunction with any registration algorithm. We show that
the performance of the registration algorithm [16] is further improved after constraining it by the statistical model.
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Moreover, training samples can ultimately be generated
from ﬁrst extensively labeling and landmarking a number of
training images [1], and then applying a high-dimensional
warping algorithm to these images, where these labels and
landmarks act as the constraints of the deformation ﬁelds.
Such adequately constrained warping algorithms are likely
to generate deformations that are close enough to a gold
standard, and therefore appropriate for training.
After obtaining SMD, we use it as prior knowledge to
iteratively constrain the deformable registration. In experiments, we evaluate the SMD-constrained registration by
comparing the performance of registration with and without SMD in a speciﬁc deformable registration framework,
by registering simulated and real MR brain images.

2. Method
We ﬁrst introduce the Statistical Model of Deformation
(SMD) [21] for capturing the statistics of deformations and
then describe the SMD-constrained deformable registration.

2.1. Statistical model of deformation
Denoting f (x), x ∈ Ωt , as the deformation ﬁeld deﬁned over the template image domain Ωt , the goal of SMD
is to estimate the pdf of f , i.e. p(f ), from a relatively
small number of training samples. In order to capture ﬁner
and more localized variations of f , SMD follows and extends the framework proposed in [6], which is referred to
as the Wavelet-based PCA (W-PCA) model. The W-PCA
model decomposes f using the Wavelet-Packet Transform
(WPT) and subsequently captures within-scale statistics using PCA in each wavelet band. The fundamental assumption in W-PCA is that the wavelet-based rotation renders the
covariance matrix of deformation f close to block-diagonal,
thereby enabling a more accurate estimation of the statistical distribution in each block (wavelet band) from a limited
set of examples, compared to the usual sample covariance
estimation, due to both of lower dimensionality and relatively strong correlations among variables.
In theory, if the W-PCA model captures the statistics of
deformation f accurately, we can just use it as the statistical
model. In practice, however, the assumption that the covariance matrix of f is block-diagonal in the wavelet-packet basis does not hold exactly. Although it is well-known that for
broad classes of signals, correlations across scales diminish rapidly, they are nonetheless non-negligible for adjacent
scales. In order to alleviate this problem, we observe that
additional constraints imposed on the deformation ﬁelds
can be used to deﬁne subspaces in which the deformation
must belong. Therefore, SMD requires that a valid deformation ﬁeld belongs to the intersection of three subspaces,
each of which satisﬁes some constraints on the deformation.
The W-PCA model applied to the deformation ﬁeld speci-

ﬁes the ﬁrst subspace.
In order to describe the second subspace, we use the WPCA model of the Jacobian determinants of the deformation
ﬁelds, since they reﬂect local volumes of anatomical structures, which are important from the perspective of spatial
distribution of the amount of brain tissue. In fact, anatomical structures from different subjects can differ quite dramatically in shape, but not always in volume. Thus, it
would be reasonable to assume that, although the cortical
folding patterns can vary wildly across individuals, the need
of different cortical structures to occupy certain tissue volume renders the Jacobian determinant, which is directly related to tissue volume, relatively small variable across individuals, and therefore easier to statistically characterize
Jacobian determinants from a limited number of samples.
Therefore, we require that a valid deformation ﬁeld be subject to the constraints deﬁned by the W-PCA models of both
deformations and Jacobian determinants. Note that converting a constraint on the Jacobian determinant to a constraint
on the deformation ﬁeld is a challenging task with no unique
solution. Herein we use [10], which utilizes an iterative projection scheme that minimally, according to some distance
criteria, to modify a given displacement ﬁeld so that it satisﬁes certain conditions on the Jacobian determinant. This
algorithm is used to realize the projection of a given displacement ﬁeld to the subspace of “valid Jacobians”.
To deﬁne the third subspace, we note that if deformations are synthesized directly using the W-PCA model,
some unrealistic discontinuities emanating from the assumption of statistical independence across wavelet bands
may occur. Therefore, a nested Markov Random Field
(MRF) regularization scheme is applied to eliminate such
potential discontinuities.
In Summary, SMD combines the W-PCA models of deformation ﬁelds and their Jacobian determinants, as well as
the MRF regularization, and requires that a valid deformation ﬁeld locates inside the intersection of the three subspaces deﬁned by these models. Given an input deformation
ﬁeld, we can iteratively project it onto each of the three subspaces, and ﬁnally generate the SMD-regularized deformation ﬁeld according to the priors. This SMD regularization
algorithm is summarized as follows,
Step 1. Project the deformation ﬁeld onto the W-PCA
model of valid deformation ﬁelds;
Step 2. Project the Jacobian of the deformation ﬁeld onto
the W-PCA model of valid Jacobian determinants;
Step 3. Modify the deformation ﬁeld so that its Jacobian
determinants match the target Jacobians generated in Step
2, and at the same time, subject to certain smoothness constraints on the deformation ﬁeld (refer to [10] for details);
Step 4. Apply the nested MRF regularization to impose
spatial smoothness on the deformation at all scales;
Step 5. Go to step 1 and iterate until convergence, i.e.
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Figure 1. The structure of the SMD-constrained deformable registration, wherein the SMD regularization is incorporated with a
conventional registration algorithm in an iterative procedure.

until the MRF-regularized deformation ﬁeld belongs to the
subspaces of valid Jacobians and deformations.
The ability of SMD to capture the statistical variation of
deformation ﬁelds resulting from brain image warping was
tested by simulating various of new deformation ﬁelds and
respective brain images [21].

2.2. SMD-constrained deformable registration
After estimating the statistical model of deformation
ﬁelds, we can use this prior knowledge to constrain the deformation ﬁeld during image registration. The structure of
the SMD-constrained deformable registration is shown in
Fig.1. The SMD-constrained registration iteratively regularize the deformation ﬁeld generated by a conventional
registration algorithm using the SMD regularization algorithm described in Section 2.1, and it improves the robustness and stability of the registration results since prior statistical information about the variability of deformation ﬁelds
has been embedded into the registration procedure.
Particularly, the SMD-constrained deformable registration is achieved by estimating a deformation ﬁeld f (x),
which deﬁnes the voxel-wise displacements from the template image It onto the subject image Is , by minimizing the
following energy function,
E

= λSM D ESM D (f )
+λS ES (f ) + λSIM ESIM (It , Is |f ),

(1)

where the energy term ESM D reﬂects the statistical constraint of the deformation ﬁeld, i.e. SMD regularization, the
energy term ES (f ) is a regular smoothness constraint such
as Laplacian-based regularization of the deformation ﬁeld,
and ESIM is the energy term reﬂecting the image-similarity
between the template image It and the subject image Is
under current deformation ﬁeld f. Image intensity-based
similarity, mutual information [19], and attribute vectorbased image similarity measures [16] could be used for
ESIM . Compared to the conventional registration methods that only utilize the smoothness constraint term and
the image-similarity term, the SMD-constrained registration uses a new statistical regularization energy term ESM D
so that the resultant deformation ﬁeld conforms to the prior
knowledge deﬁned by SMD.

Notice that the energy function of Eq.(1) consists of two
parts. The ﬁrst part includes the statistical regularization
using SMD, and the second part represents the energy function deﬁned by a conventional registration algorithm, including the smoothness constraint and the image-similarity
measure. Therefore, the SMD-constrained registration can
be achieved by iteratively regularizing the deformation ﬁeld
estimated by the registration algorithm using SMD. In the
ﬁrst iteration, we use the registration algorithm to estimate a
new deformation ﬁeld between the template image and the
subject image and then regularize the deformation ﬁeld using the SMD regularization algorithm described in Section
2.1; in the subsequent iterations, the regularized deformation ﬁeld is used as the input (or initial deformation) of the
registration algorithm in order to iteratively reﬁne the registration result. This process terminates until the difference
between the resultant deformation ﬁelds of two subsequent
iterations drops below a certain threshold.
We have used this approach in conjunction with the
HAMMER registration algorithm. However, any other conventional registration algorithm could be used instead. Our
perspective of this approach is that we treat the family of
all possible deformations generated by the registration algorithm as the fourth subspace, and iteratively project the
deformation ﬁeld onto each of the four subspaces until
it locates in the intersection of all of the four subspaces.
One could even use multiple registration algorithms in this
framework.

3. Results
The performance of the SMD-constrained registration framework is evaluated on both simulated
and real MR brain images, by comparing HAMMER [16], which is available from our website
https://www.rad.upenn.edu/sbia/rsoftware.html, and its
SMD-constrained version, SMD+HAMMER. The SMD is
trained using 158 inter-individual deformation ﬁelds that
register a template image onto 158 BLSA data, respectively
[14]. In the ﬁrst experiment, we examine the ability of the
two registration methods to detect morphological differences (atrophy) simulated in two groups of brain scans, by
examining quantities extracted from the deformation ﬁelds
linking a template with each image in these two groups, i.e.
using a computational anatomy approach [5]. Moreover,
other measurements, such as smoothness of deformation
ﬁeld, are also compared. Two additional experiments are
performed on real data. First, the registration accuracy
of each registration method is measured by a number
of expert-deﬁned anatomical landmarks. Second, serial
images of the same subjects are aligned onto the template
space, and the temporal consistency/smoothness of the
registration results is measured quantitatively and also visually for each registration method. The premise in the last
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(a) Original image

Figure 3. Comparison of average image intensity difference between the template image and each registered subject image.

3.1.1
(b) Segmented image

(c) Simulated atrophy

Figure 2. The original MR brain image, the segmented image and
the simulated image with local atrophy on precentral gyrus and
superior temporal gyrus (indicated by arrows).

experiment is that the transformations that yield temporally
consistent results are likely to be more accurate, since the
input images are acquired from the same individual in
consecutive years, and they differ very little from year to
year.

3.1. Registration of simulated atrophy images
We use both HAMMER and SMD+HAMMER to register the MR brain images of different subjects with and without simulated atrophy. 10 T1-weighted MR brain images of
10 different subjects are used, referred to as the group of
original brains. For each original image, we simulate the atrophy on both precentral gyrus and superior temporal gyrus
[5]. Therefore, we obtain 10 simulated atrophy images, referred to as the group of simulated brains. Fig.2 shows an
original MR brain image and its simulated atrophy image.
All the 20 images, 10 in the original group and 10 in
the simulated group, are then registered onto the template
image by using HAMMER and SMD+HAMMER, respectively. To evaluate the performance of the registration results, we perform the following quantitative comparisons.

Image intensity difference and smoothness of deformation ﬁeld

The average image intensity difference and the smoothness
of deformation ﬁeld are used to evaluate the performance of
the registration, since they give us an idea about the goodness of registration. In general, good registration results are
reﬂected by small image intensity differences and smooth
deformation ﬁelds. In this paper, the average image intensity difference between the registered subject image Is and
the template image It is calculated by,

[I (x) − Is (f (x))]2 dx1 dx2 dx3
Ωt t

, (2)
e(It , Is , f ) =
dx1 dx2 dx3
Ωt
where x1 , x2 , and x3 are the elements of voxel x ∈ Ωt . The
smoothness of a deformation ﬁeld is evaluated using the histogram of the Jacobian determinants and the histogram of
the Laplacian magnitudes of that deformation ﬁeld, respectively.
Fig.3 shows the average image intensity difference between the template and each registered subject image. It
can be seen that the average image intensity difference is
similar for both HAMMER and SMD+HAMMER registration results, and there is no signiﬁcant difference between
the results of these two registration methods. That means
the registration accuracy is not decreased by using SMD as
additional constraints for deformation ﬁeld, which would
happen if SMD over constrained the deformation. For reference, the average image intensity difference of the poor
afﬁne registration is also shown. Notice that the average image intensity difference is still large even for the HAMMER
and SMD+HAMMER algorithms, since the image intensities are not globally normalized between the template and
each subject image, when calculating the average image intensity difference.
Fig.4 and Fig.5 compare the histograms of the Jacobian determinants and the histograms of the Laplacian magnitudes of a deformation ﬁeld generated by HAMMER
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Comparison of Histograms of Jacobian Determinants
2.0%
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SMD+HAMMER

Percentage
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4

Jacobian Determinant

Figure 4. Comparison of Jacobian determinants.
Comparison of Histograms of Laplacian Magnitudes

Figure 6. Examples of the deformation ﬁelds generated by HAMMER and SMD+HAMMER, respectively. Arrows indicate areas
of local improvement of the deformation ﬁeld.

0.5%

HAMMER
SMD+HAMMER

Percentage

0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
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0

2

4

Laplacian Magnitude

Figure 5. Comparison of Jacobian determinants.

and SMD+HAMMER, respectively. It can be seen that
for SMD+HAMMER, the Jacobian determinants are more
tightly distributed around one, and the Laplacian magnitudes are relatively small, compared to HAMMER.
The resultant deformation ﬁelds can also be visually observed in Fig.6. We can see that HAMMER
and SMD+HAMMER generate similar deformation ﬁelds
for the same template and subject image pair, but the
SMD+HAMMER result is relatively smooth. Moreover,
in some locations pointed by the arrows, the deformation
ﬁeld is clearly regularized by SMD+HAMMER, as compared with the HAMMER result.
These results indicate that by incorporating SMD into
the registration procedure, we can obtain relatively smooth
deformation ﬁelds, without decreasing registration accuracy. Further evaluation of registration accuracy is also performed by measuring the accuracy in aligning manual landmarks in real images as provided in Section 3.2.1.
3.1.2

Ability to detect simulated atrophy

We used a computational anatomy method to detect group
differences between the brains with and without atrophy.
For each brain image, we calculated the tissue density maps
for different brain tissues in the template image space, i.e.
the RAVENS maps [5, 8, 14] of gray matter (GM), white

matter (WM), and the cerebrospinal ﬂuid inside the ventricle (VN), from the deformation ﬁeld that registers this
brain onto the template space. These tissue density maps
are created in a mass-preserving way, and directly reﬂect
the regional volumetric structure of the respective brains.
For example, if an individual’s ventricle is deformed into
conformation with a template’s ventricle, local expansion
or contraction changes the local density of VN, i.e. trying
to match large subject ventricles to smaller template ventricles increases the local density. This is also true for GM and
WM structures, as well as any subdivisions of them. Since
the original information about volumes of brain structures
and any arbitrary partitions of them is converted into tissue density maps in the template space, local differences or
changes in volumes can be quantiﬁed by respective changes
in these maps. Fig.7 shows the examples of the brain tissue
density maps for GM, WM, and VN, calculated from HAMMER and SMD+HAMMER results, respectively. It can be
seen that relatively smooth tissue density maps were obtained by SMD+HAMMER. By smoothness here, we mean
that abrupt changes in tissue density, which adversely offset
voxel-based statistical analysis of these tissue density maps,
are reduced, allowing us to better detect the atrophy.
In order to test for group differences, we performed a
paired t-test on the brain density maps of the two groups
(each group includes 10 brain density maps calculated
from 10 respective deformation ﬁelds), using the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) software package. A
smaller p-value or a larger t-value of a paired t-test will
indicate better separation ability and detection power. Table 1 shows the statistical measures for the two clusters
detected in the locations of the superior temporal gyrus
and the precentral gyrus, respectively. It can be seen that
smaller p-values (both of PF W E−corr and PF DR−corr ) and
larger t-values are obtained for SMD+HAMMER. Therefore, SMD+HAMMER in these experiments was much
more powerful in detecting group differences.
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Mean and std in Aligning Manual Landmarks
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Figure 8. Comparison of the registration accuracy on manual landmarks.

(b) SMD+HAMMER

Figure 7. Examples of the tissue density maps for GM, WM and
VN, calculated from the deformation ﬁelds generated by HAMMER and SMD+HAMMER, respectively.

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

HAMMER

SMD+HAMMER

PF W E−corr = 0.342
PF DR−corr = 0.057
T = 12.91
PF W E−corr = 0.272
PF DR−corr = 0.057
T = 13.26

PF W E−corr = 0.026
PF DR−corr = 0.003
T = 17.50
PF W E−corr = 0.003
PF DR−corr = 0.003
T = 22.29

Table 1. Paired t-test results: p-values and t-values at the peaks
of Cluster 1 in the superior temporal gyrus and Cluster 2 in the
precentral gyrus

respectively, for the same testing data (with voxel size of
1mm × 1mm × 2.2mm) [20].
3.2.2

Registering serial MR brain images

In this experiment, serial images of six different subjects
are registered onto the template image by HAMMER and
SMD+HAMMER, respectively, to compare the goodness of
registration. Each subject has eight serial images captured
from eight consecutive years rigidly aligned onto the template space. For accurately measuring subtle longitudinal
changes, it is important to evaluate the temporal consistency
of the registration results on the Y serial images of each subject. Therefore, the Temporal Smoothness (TS) of the serial
deformation ﬁelds, used to register the serial images of the
same subject to the template, is measured as follows,
T S(x) =

3.2. Registration of real MR brain data
3.2.1

Measuring registration accuracy by manual
landmarks

We used 18 MR brain images from different subjects, each
of which had 20 landmarks manually marked by experts.
After registering these 18 images, we transformed all the
manual landmarks onto the template domain and thus obtained 20 groups of corresponding points in the template
domain, and each group consists of 18 points of the same
landmark from 18 different subject images. For each group,
we calculated the mean and std of the distances between
all the 18 points and their average point; for ideal registration, these should be zero. These actual mean and std for
each landmark group are shown in Fig.8. It can be seen that
all the means are below 5mm, and similar registration accuracy was achieved for HAMMER and SMD+HAMMER
(p-value for a paired t-test is 0.023). Notice that these
results are comparable to the inter-rater errors in placing
landmarks, i.e. the mean and std are 5.6mm and 3.6mm,

Y −1
ft+1 (x) + ft−1 (x)
1 
|.
|ft (x) −
Y − 2 t=2
2

(3)

A smaller TS value at x means the deformation ﬁelds along
the corresponding voxels of x in the serial images are temporally smooth, while a large TS value means that deformation ﬁelds are not temporally smooth. Fig.9 gives an
example of the TS map. Fig.9(a) and Fig.9(b) show the
TS maps calculated from the serial deformation ﬁelds generated by using HAMMER and SMD+HAMMER, respectively. It can be seen that the TS map in Fig.9(b) has smaller
values than that in Fig.9(a), e.g. smaller peaks and lower
peak values are observed. We can also calculate the difference between the TS map of SMD+HAMMER and that of
HAMMER, and overlay this difference of TS maps upon
the template image, as shown in Fig.9(c). According to
the color bar, we can observe that SMD+HAMMER can
achieve temporally smoother results within red regions and
yield similar results within yellow regions.
In fact, most values in the difference of TS maps are negative, indicating that SMD+HAMMER generates temporally smoother serial deformation ﬁelds for the serial images
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4. Conclusion

(a) HAMMER

(b) SMD+HAMMER

(c) Difference

Figure 9. Comparison of temporal smoothness of serial deformation ﬁelds. The difference of TS maps is deﬁned as the subtraction
of the TS map of SMD+HAMMER by the TS map of HAMMER.
Histograms of the Difference of TS Maps for 6 Different Subjects
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A statistically-constrained deformable registration algorithm is proposed to iteratively regularize the deformation
ﬁeld generated by a conventional registration algorithm using a statistical model, in which wavelet-based priors are
used to capture the variability of deformations more accurately than the global PCA method. Experiments demonstrate that more robust registration results are obtained by
the statistically-constrained registration, without decreasing the registration accuracy. The proposed method can
potentially be incorporated into various registration algorithms to improve their robustness and stabilities by using
statistically-based regularization.

2

Difference of TS Maps

Figure 10. Histograms of the difference of TS maps for six different subjects.

than HAMMER. Alternatively, we can calculate the histogram of the difference of TS maps. Fig.10 shows six such
histograms for six different subjects. It can be seen that for
each subject, most values of the difference of the TS maps
are below zero, thus most TS values of SMD+HAMMER
are smaller than those of HAMMER.
It is important to note that the temporal consistency described above was not achieved by applying any temporal
smoothness constraints or using any intra-individual statistics, and only the SMD trained from the inter-individual deformations was used. The temporally consistent registration results by SMD+HAMMER can also be visually observed using 3D rendering. Fig.11 shows the template image and the registered serial images of the same subject in
the template space, using a 3D rendering, for HAMMER
and SMD+HAMMER, respectively. White contours are
identically placed in each image, for facilitating the visual
inspection. It can be seen that the shapes of the deformed
gyri for the year 1, year 3 and year 5 of the HAMMER registration results (indicated by black arrows in Fig.11(a)) are
quite different from those in the other years. In contrast, the
shapes of the registered gyri by SMD+HAMMER are not
only more temporally consistent, but also more similar with
the template, as shown in Fig.11(b).
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